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Transformation Age: Shaping Your  
Future, the third publication in the 
MHI Roadmap Series, is intended to 
provide material handling, logistics 
and supply chain industry professionals 
insights into trends impacting success 
in the next 10 to 20 years.
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An evolution in business models is already underway, 

with early adopters moving to a collaborative, integrated

and transparent ecosystem. Success will require multiple 

engines for growth and profitability with flexibility to 

adapt quickly to changing conditions.
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It came sooner than many thought.

The Transformation Age is in full swing and with it comes a heightened 
environment of change, uncertainty and complexity.

In 2020, the material handling and logistics industry is experiencing rapid  
change, diverse opinions on the sure path to success, and shifting demographic 
profiles and skills sets of industry leaders. All sectors are beset with unending  
announcements of new technologies and equipment upgrades, as well as  
growing customer demands for immediacy and customization.

Industry leaders are accustomed to change and good at adapting to new market 
requirements. But the magnitude of the shifts underway are exceeding even the  
expectations of the largest companies and the most experienced integrators.

The Transformation Age brings great change, 
but also tremendous opportunity.
Key questions include how will this environment shape the industry going  
forward and what strategies will enable companies to survive and succeed.

What factors will distinguish market leaders from average players and leave some 
players lagging behind?

Which trends will emerge as long-term factors and which ones will fade from 
the headlines?

A single transformative technology shift can spark innovations, discovery and new 
capabilities. Those developments, in turn, lead to multiple advancements  
in design, manufacturing and delivery that move the needle significantly for  
the evolution, and, indeed, transformation of industries.

And the time is ripe for such opportunity in the Transformation Age.

When taken individually, key industry trends are forces around which business  
strategies should be built and executed. When they occur as an integrated set of 
factors, each morphing with a different velocity and timing, the call to action is  
something larger, requiring new business models and shifts in skills sets and  
expertise.

Leadership

Leadership is key. Transformation of companies must be 
owned at the top.

One thing is clear. Leaders must fully own shaping their company’s future.  
This is not a task for delegation. It is one to be owned at the top and developed 
with thoughtful, deliberate collaboration.

Go first with new behaviors and practices to signal meaningful shifts in 
expectations and culture.

Shaping a company’s future requires vision, planning, an appetite for change, 
and above all, communication with the board of directors, the executive team, 
the broader workforce, suppliers, customers and other key stakeholders.

George Prest
CEO, MHI

Leadership vision and planning 
are critical elements in shaping a 
company’s future. Market informa-
tion and insights play a key role in 
strategy development. The Trans-
formation Age: Shaping Your Future 
report paints a picture of market 
and industry trends that will present 
opportunities and challenges to 
companies in the material handling, 
logistics and supply chain industry 
over the next two decades. 

Read More
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Vision and change management are two critical leadership requirements in this 
environment. Courage, collaboration, flexibility and resilience are vital attributes.

Thought leadership must evolve to a new, flexible and dynamic process.

Success in this environment requires an 
evolutionary shift in thinking…
Success in this environment requires an evolutionary shift in thinking, one that  
moves from a focus on doing more of the same, or even using better approaches  
for traditional processes, to one that encompasses options for accomplishing goals 
in new and different ways. This transformation in thought leads to evolution of  
approaches and development of new ideas and solutions.

Leaders must prepare and engage their organizations for these shifts. Fear is the  
most pervasive emotion expressed by employees facing significant change in the 
workplace. Lack of understanding, buy-in and execution of new goals, approaches 
and processes will derail even the most effective plans.

Engagement and collaborative planning are essential. One-off initiatives don’t  
work for broad and deep lasting change. Engagement of the board of directors and 
alignment across the senior leadership team are critical first steps in implementing 
transformative change. Education on trends, opportunities and barriers coupled with 
scenario planning to address multiple strategic and tactical options engages both 
groups in the initial exploration of ideas. Without the understanding and a consensus 
buy-in by these two groups, the organization will falter in implementing strategic  
initiatives.

Operating Models

To win in this era, a new game plan is required. One that 
includes a new business structure, in both literal and  
conceptual terms.

Companies with siloed operations will not be well positioned to reap the benefits of 
the highly digital and integrated environment of the next two decades. An evolution 
in business models is already underway, with early adopters moving to a collaborative, 
integrated and transparent ecosystem that incorporates multiple engines for growth 
and profitability while allowing flexibility to adapt quickly to changing conditions.

A new game plan is required to succeed in the 
Transformation Age.
An effective ecosystem includes transparency across the core business as well  
as visibility of key partners throughout the entire value chain, including sourcing, 
manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, customer delivery and final disposition 
of product assets.

Flexibility and adaptability will be critical components of successful businesses, 
allowing leaders, their boards and their business units to respond quickly and 
effectively to changes in market conditions. Companies with the ability to shape 
shift will be best positioned to take advantage of new and sometimes fleeting 
opportunities and to protect themselves from negative impacts.

Emmy Lou J. Burchette
President & CEO, Burchette & Associates

The Transformation Age: Shaping 
Your Future report represents an 
evolution in the approach to the MHI 
Roadmap Series. For this edition, we 
combined insights from in-depth 
personal interviews with industry 
leaders and trend experts with 
findings from secondary market 
research to provide perspectives on 
ways material handling and logistics 
companies should prepare and 
take action to be successful in the 
coming decade.

Read More
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Given that rapid change will be the characteristic feature of this time frame, creating 
an operating model that incorporates multiple options for market engagement is key. 
The capability to adapt and move among those options quickly is the competitive  
differentiation of winners in the coming decade.

“Your business approach and philosophy over-ride trends,” says Jim Tompkins, CEO 
of the supply chain consulting firm Tompkins International. “In this era of volatile 
change, optionality is optimal. We urge our clients to use business strategies that  
incorporate rapid learning, flexibility and above all, options. You can’t be brittle and 
succeed in this environment.”

A business model that accommodates multiple earnings engines works well in  
this environment, allowing capital allocation and resources to be shifted according  
to market conditions. Clear distinctions among B2B, B2C and B2e business units, as 
well as between product lines within those units, will provide valuable insights into 
lanes of opportunity, risk parameters and competitive factors.

Customer experience must be aligned and unified across internal business units,  
but the business propositions, functions and measurements of each business should 
yield a clear picture of separate and distinct earnings streams, risk parameters, market 
activities and competitive positioning.

Jim Tompkins
Ph.D., CEO, Tompkins International
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The emerging business model is one that serves multiple stakeholder groups not just 
corporate shareholders. Interest and appeal is growing for investments in projects and 
initiatives versus whole companies. Following venture capital scenarios, these investors 
will fuel new and innovative products and processes.

Winning Business Strategies
Success in the Transformation Age will come to those  
companies that are willing to think differently about  
opportunity and risk, and to engage the marketplace in 
new ways.

Focus on problem-solving and providing value for customers. A customer-centric, 
outward-facing culture begins with the way business goals are expressed and incen-
tives are awarded.

Find and deliver customer value in all aspects of product delivery, from components, 
features, packaging, delivery modes and sales channels to service and after-use  
disposition. View products and services from customer perspectives of problem solving, 
preferences and benefits.

Incorporate sustainability into corporate culture and all processes.

Broaden risk management perspectives and leverage enhanced decision-making 
tools that allow improved and timely insights into upside and outside risks.

Shift innovation to a core competency and process. Capture, encourage and share 
enterprise-wide ideas, activities and results.

Get in the game. Act on commercially viable solutions today within a flexible environ-
ment that can be modified quickly as future enhancements and capabilities become 
available. Don’t delay participation in smart automation and digital tools. The coming 
decade will be characterized by waves of innovation and enhancements.

Pilot and succeed or fail quickly. Learn. Adapt. Repeat.

Plan for alternative market scenarios using data decisioning tools to assess different 
strategies.

Be resilient. Adapt quickly to changing conditions.

Collaborate. Companies and their leaders do not have to win this race alone. Leverage 
outside partners and peers to collaborate, learn and implement new solutions faster 
and further than your organization can achieve alone.

Scale, broaden scope and invest in differentiating capabilities. Market boundaries 
will broaden in this decade, bringing disruptive competition to every geographic mar-
ket and industry sector.

Leverage the new environment. Advances in the internet and digital tools, as well as 
evolving practices such as shared physical assets and freight delivery, allow even small 
and medium-size companies to leverage capabilities and information in ways previous-
ly only in the purview of larger organizations.

Forty years ago, 

financial services 

organizations  

collaborated to  

build regional and 

national electronic 

exchange networks 

to support ATM 

transactions across 

the United States 

and eventually the 

world. Similar oppor-

tunities in material 

handling and logis-

tics will underly  

sharing of assets 

from satellite  

constellations to  

EV charging  

infrastructure.
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Mergers and Acquisitions
The pace of industry consolidation will increase over the next 
decade. Firms will utilize mergers and acquisitions to increase 
scale, broaden scope and strengthen infrastructure positions 
in the market. These approaches can be utilized successfully 
by large, medium and small-size enterprises.

Lessons learned in other industries such as telecommunications and financial services 
that have been reshaped significantly by consolidation offer insights into key success 
factors: 2

There is no such thing as a merger of equals. Apparent equality changes after the 
transaction. There is always a single clear winner.

Over-communicate. Keep board members, employees and customers informed of 
changes and timelines.

Focus on integration not just conversion of systems and processes.

Shape post merger integration for long-term future state rather than post transaction 
status.

Distinguish between goals of increasing market share and productivity versus 
leveraging infrastructure and processes.

Ensure acquisitions are aligned with longer-term corporate goals.

Invest time and resources in a deep due diligence process prior to execution of the 
deal to ensure a smooth transition. Surprises come at a cost.

Fill leadership team positions with those who have the skills needed for the resulting 
company size and future growth goals.

Be deliberate in selecting the resulting company culture. Choose one and select a 
leadership team that will champion that culture.

Implement tight controls and processes, including board oversight.

Engage all financial business tools including tax and legal entity status early in the 
planning process to benefit from savings and other financial opportunities.

Expect a different regulatory environment as the company size increases. Increased 
scrutiny and controls and a different style of interaction with regulators should be  
expected as size increases.

Don’t overpay. Save money to use funds for other opportunities post merger or to 
pursue other acquisitions.
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Specialty Plays
Growth and expansion of technology and engineering  
capabilities will spur some firms to diversify and invest in  
infrastructure, digital expertise or an emerging technology as a 
separate business. Other firms will divest operating businesses 
and focus on these singular capabilities as their new core.

Entrepreneurial activity will increase over the coming decade. Innovation and  
discovery will occur in stand-alone ventures as well as in company funded specialty 
business units established to leverage opportunity while protecting the established 
entity from risk.

Increased activity in all of these approaches will contribute to the re-engineering 
and transformation of the material handling and logistics industry over the next  
twenty years.

Timing
As smart automation and digital tools improve and adoption 
increases, pressure will mount on production, and timelines 
for delivery of equipment will lengthen.

The process of planning and scheduling the purchase, installation, training and  
implementation of new technologies is best done collaboratively, involving both  
outside suppliers and internal managers, to achieve desired outcomes for a successful 
and timely transition.
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Opportunity
A convergence of technological and engineering advances, 
environmental issues, global and domestic policies, demo-
graphic changes and evolving consumer trends promises a 
challenging but exciting time in the material handling and 
logistics industry between 2020 and 2040 and beyond.

Long-awaited opportunities for dramatic increases in productivity, lower capital 
requirements for new equipment acquisitions, enhancements in portability of equip-
ment, greater flexibility in manufacturing and distribution facility design, and evolu-
tionary strides in transportation and freight delivery make the Transformation Age a 
time of memorable excitement and change.

Industry leaders must now heed strategic imperatives that have been under discus-
sion for some time. Action in the near term is required for success and survival over the 
coming decade.

The path to 2030 is clear and the road beyond to 2040 is coming into focus.

Transformation requires change. But with a new course comes opportunity. 

Transformation requires change. But with a 
new course comes opportunity.
Sources

1  Tompkins International, “Tompkins International Business Strategies for Success,” 2020, tompkinsinc.com

2  Burchette & Associates, Inc. 2020, ”M&A Success Factors”
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Report Credits
The “Transformation Age, Shaping Your Future” report 
site offers information and dialogue on long-term indus-
try trends for the material handling and logistics indus-
try. As such, the information contained within serves as 
an invitation to engage in thought and discussion about 
key factors that are expected to drive, fuel and impact 
various aspects of life, commerce and industry in the 
coming decade.

Much of this information was gleaned from in-depth 
interviews with industry leaders and trend experts. Other 
data was obtained from secondary research of published 
material on specific topics. The combination provides 
insights into those forces that will impact the industry 
and, more importantly, the implications for action need-
ed now and in the future by company leaders and their 
teams.

We wish to express thanks to all who gave their time and 
shared their experience, expertise and opinions for this 
report.

The report and website were developed by 
Burchette & Associates, Inc. for MHI.

For more information about this report, contact: 
Emmy Lou J. Burchette
President & CEO 
Burchette & Associates, Inc. 
emmylou@burchetteandassociates.com

or

George Prest, CEO, MHI
gprest@mhi.org

Project Team
Research Design & Report Author: Emmy Lou J. Burchette
Research Specialist: Joe Coon
Copy Editor: Andrea Cooper
Website Project Manager: Karen Gafney
Website Design: Eric van den Brulle
Website Development: Geoffrey Atkin
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MHI Leadership
Board of Directors

Brett Wood
MHI Chairman
President and CEO
Toyota Material Handling, NA

Kevin O’Neill
MHI President
President Steele Solutions, Inc.

Bryan Jensen
MHI Vice President 
Chairman & Executive Vice 
President
St. Onge Company

Chris Becker
President
G.W. Becker, Inc.

Steve Diebold
President
Wirecrafters,
LLC

Rick Fox
President
FOX IV Technologies

Gregg E. Goodner
Member, Board of  
Directors
Hytrol Conveyor  
Company, Inc.

Eddie Murphy
Owner / President
SpaceGuard Products, Inc.

George W. Prest
CEO
MHI

Brian Reh
President & CEO 
Gorbel, Inc.

E. Larry Strayhorn
President
Pulse Integration

Colin Wilson
Ex-Officer
Hyster-Yale Group, Inc.

David Young
President
EGA Products, Inc.

Arthur H. Stroyd, Jr.
MHI General Counsel
Del Sole Cavanaugh Stroyd

MHI Roundtable 
Members

Kevin Ambrose
Chief Executive Officer
Wynright/Daifuku

Doug Bouquard
VP and General Manager
East Penn Manufacturing

Bill Ferrell, Ph.D.
CICMHE Liaison
Fluor Professor of Industrial 
Engineering
Clemson University

Sal Fateen
CEO
Seizmic, Inc.

John M. Hill
Emeritus
Director
St. Onge Company

David Lippert
President
Hamilton Caster & Mfg. Co.

Brian McNamara
Southworth International Group, 
Inc.

Brad Moore
Vice President of Sales
viastore SYSTEMS Inc.

Brian C. Neuwirth
President
UNEX Manufacturing, Inc.

Karen Norheim
President & COO
American Crane & Equipment

Dan Quinn
Emeritus

Kevin Reader
Director, Business Development 
& Marketing
KNAPP
Paul Roy
General Manager
AutoStore

Bill Schneider, Jr.
VP Operations
Sissco Material Handling

Sebastian Titze
YPN Liaison
Business Development & Mar-
keting Manager
BEUMER

Jim Vandegrift
President
R&M Materials Handling, Inc.

Melonee Wise
CEO
Fetch Robotics
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